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More Jews arrived during the period of the first Crusade in , while leaving persecution in Bohemia, according
to the Chronicler of Prague. There is also archeological evidence, coins from the period with inscriptions in
Hebrew, revealing that other Jewish merchants traveled to Poland in the 12th century. The coins may have
belonged to 12th century Jewish traders, Holekhei Rusyah travelers to Russia. While persecution took place
across Europe during the Crusades , in the 13th century, Poland served as a haven for European Jewry because
of its relative tolerance. During this period, Poland began its colonization process. It suffered great losses from
Mongol invasions in and therefore encouraged Jewish immigrants to settle the towns and villages. No central
authority could stop the immigration. Refugees from Germany brought with them German and Hebrew
dialects that eventually became Yiddish Jews were treated well under the rule of Duke Boleslaw Pobozny and
King Kazimierz Wielki , aka King Casimir the Great because the now-decentralized nature of Polish polity
saw the nobles forced to run their own areas and therefore the Jews- a group with commercial and
administrative experience - were fought over to attract to the various townships. In , Duke Boleslaw issued the
"Statute of Kalisz," guaranteeing protection of the Jews and granting generous legal and professional rights,
including the ability to become moneylenders and businessman. King Kasimierz ratified the charter and
extended it to include specific points of protection from Christians, including guaranteed prosecution against
those who "commit a depredation in a Jewish cemetery" and banning people from "accusing the Jews of
drinking human blood. One of the great sages of the time, Jacob Savra of Cracow , was extremely learned in
Talmud , his opinions differed from Talmudic authorities in Germany and Bohemia. In the 14th century,
opposition arose to the system in which Jews owned land that would be used as collateral for loans. According
to the Chronica Olivska, Jews throughout Poland were massacred because they were blamed for the Black
Death. There were anti-Jewish riots in and again in and and Jews were expelled form the city of Cracow in
During the 14th and 15th century, Jews were active in all areas of trade, including cloth, horses, and cattle. By
the end of the 15th century, Polish Jews began trading with Venice, Feodosiya and other Genoese colonies in
the Crimea, as well as with Constantinople. Accusation were made against the Jews claiming unfair
competition in trade and crafts. Due to these complaints, in , Jews were forced to renounce their rights to most
trades and crafts. These accusations may have led to the Jewish expulsion from Cracow in Jewish religious
life thrived in many Polish communities. By , Jews were given permission to choose their own Chief Rabbi.
The Chief Rabbinate held power over law and finance, appointing judges and other officials. Some power was
shared with local councils. The Polish government permitted the Rabbinate to grow in power, to use it for tax
collection purposes. Only thirty percent of the money raised by the Rabbinate served Jewish causes, the rest
went to the Crown for protection. He founded a religious academy in Cracow. Beyond Talmudic study, he was
also familiar with many of the Greek philosophers and was one of the forerunners of the Jewish
enlightenment. Colonization of the Ukraine In the 16th century, Jews also thrived economically and took part
in the settler movement of Poland. In , Poland and Lithuania unified and then Poland annexed the Ukraine.
Many Jews were sent to colonize these territories. Polish nobility and landowners and Jewish merchants
became partners in many business enterprises. Jews became involved in the wheat export industry, which was
in high demand across Europe. The Jews built and ran mills and distilleries, transported the grain to the Baltic
Ports and shipped it to the West. In return they received wine, cloth, dyes and luxury goods, which they sold to
Polish nobility. The roles of magnates, middleman and intermediaries with the peasants were held by the Jews.
Jews created entire villages and townships, shtetls. Fifty-two communities in Great Poland and Masovia, 41
communities in Lesser Poland and about 80 communities in the Ukraine region. Ordinances of the Council of
the Lands revealed the ideals of widespread Torah study. Jews were active at all levels of society and politics.
Almost every Polish magnate had a Jewish counselor, who kept the books, wrote letters, and managed
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economic affairs. In turn, the Jews put pressure on the local peasants. The first wave of violence in destroyed
Jewish communities east of the Dnieper River. Following the violence, thousands of Jews fled west, across the
river, to the major cities. The Cossacks and the peasants followed them; the first large-scale massacre took
place at Nemirov a small town, which is part of present-day Ukraine. It is estimated that ,, Jews died in the
Chmielnicki revolt that lasted from This wave of destruction is considered the first modern pogrom. Hasidism
flourished after his death and was spread by Rabbi Dov Baer, the Maggid storyteller throughout Eastern
Europe. Rise of the Haskalah There were three partitions of Poland in , and in Poland became a mere client
state of the Russian empire. In , Catherine II, empress of Russia; discriminated against the Jews by forcing
them to stay in their shtetls and barring their return to the towns they occupied before the partition. This area
was called the Pale of Settlement. By , more than four million Jews lived in the Pale. During this period, the
Haskalah Jewish Enlightenment spread throughout Poland. Supporters of the Haskalah movement wanted to
reform Jewish life and end special institutions and customs. A belief existed that if the Jews assimilated with
the Poles, then they would prosper and would not be persecuted. The Haskalah was popular among wealthy
Jews, while the shopkeepers and artisans chose to keep speaking Yiddish and continue practicing Orthodox
Judaism. In the 19th century, the Haskalah philosophy of integration began to be implemented by the Sejm
Senate. The Jewish self-government, the Kahal, was abolished. A tax was levied on Jewish liquor dealers,
forcing them to close their shops. Jews then became involved in agriculture. A yeshiva opened in , with the
goal of producing "enlightened" spiritual leaders. In , Jews were emancipated and special taxes were abolished
and restrictions on residence were removed. Despite efforts to assimilate, Jews continued to be subject to
anti-Semitism under the Czars and in Poland. Since Jews were treated badly by the Russians, many decided to
become in involved in the Polish insurrections: Jews also joined Polish legions in the battle for independence
achieved in In , fourteen percent of Polish citizens were Jewish. Jews were represented in government with
seats in the Sejm, municipals councils and in Jewish religious communities. Jews developed many political
parties and associations, ranging in ideologies from Zionist to socialist to Anti-Zionist. The Bund, a socialist
party, spread throughout Poland in the early 20th century. Many Jewish workers in Warsaw and Lodz joined
the Bund. Zionism also became popular among Polish Jews, who formed the Poale Zion. The Polish Mizrahi,
a Zionist orthodox political party, had a large following. General Zionists became popular in the inter-war
period. In the election of the Sejm, the General Zionists received 50 percent of the votes for Jewish parties.
Jews were massacred in pogroms by Poles who associated Trotsky and the Bolshevik revolution with Jewry
Trotsky was Jewish. The situation was mixed for Polish Jews in the inter-war period. They were recognized as
a nationality and their legal rights were supposed to be protected under the Treaty of Versailles; however, their
legal rights were not honored by Poland. The Kehillah, a Jewish governing body, was not allowed to run
autonomously. The government intervened in the elections and controlled its budget. On the other hand, Jews
received funding from the state for their schools. Economic conditions declined for Polish Jews during the
inter-war years. Jews were not allowed to work in the civil service, few were public school teachers, almost no
Jews were railroad workers and no Jews worked in state-controlled banks or state-run monopolies i.
Legislation was enacted forcing citizens to rest on Sunday, ruining Jewish commerce that was closed on
Saturday. Their economic downfall was accompanied by a rise of anti-Semitism. A well-developed Jewish
press circulated newspapers in Polish, Hebrew and Yiddish. There were more than 30 dailies and more than
Jewish periodicals. More than fifty percent of all physicians and lawyers in private practice in Poland were
Jewish because of the discriminatory laws against civil service. The Jewish population stood at 3. The German
military killed about 20, Jews and bombed approximately 50, Jewish-owned factories, workshops and stores in
more than Jewish communities. Several hundred synagogues were destroyed in the first two months of
occupation. Immediately, restrictions were placed on Polish Jews. All Jewish stores were forced to display a
Star of David and were subsequently raided and forced to pay large sums of money to the Germans. Jews were
not allowed to own bank accounts and there were limits on the amount of cash they could store in their homes.
Jews were not allowed in to work in textiles and leather. On July 24, , instructions came from the High
Command of the Wehrmacht to intern civilian citizens, which led to the arrest of Jews and Poles of military
age at the time of the invasion. Hundreds of civilians, Poles and Jews, were subsequently murdered. Still more
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Polish Jews were killed by the Einsatzkommando. Under German occupation, Poland was divided into 10
administrative districts. Confinement and Extermination To provide more "living space" for Germans, the
Jews were removed from the Polish countryside and concentrated in the cities of the General Government.
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Jews established retail and other businesses, eventually breaking into textile manufacturing as well, although
they were largely restricted to an overcrowded residential quarter in the Old Town. Rosenblatt, and Markus
Silberstein. Still, Germans owned the largest factories, and most factory workers were Polish. Struggling
masses of Jews increasingly turned to industry and crafts for their livelihood. The dynamic industrial city was
a hotbed of proletarian movements. The Bund and Jewish labor unions were clandestinely active, along with
the legal Harfe Harp society that promoted cultural activities in Yiddish. Zionist groups were also active,
despite tsarist restrictions. Much Zionist cultural activity was under the aegis of the Hazomir Nightingale
music society. Many Litvaks and Aleksander Hasidim were Zionists; by contrast, followers of the Gerer rebbe,
as well as wealthy assimilationists , were bitterly opposed to Zionism. Among those organizations were
traditional mutual aid and charitable groups, including Biker Khoylim and Lines Hatsedek for health care,
Noysn Lekhem to feed the hungry, Malbish Arumim to clothe the needy, and Hakhnoses Kale to aid poor
brides. In , Markus Mordekhai Braude , preacher of the progressive Synagoga, founded the first Jewish
gymnasium secondary school in the Russian Empire. It became a model for bilingual Polishâ€”Hebrew
secondary schools in interwar Poland, educating middle-class children in a Zionist spirit. Zionists and
Bundists sponsored a broad range of societies and clubs that promoted the study of Yiddish or Hebrew
language and literature, history, and economics. In , the Bar Kochba Jewish sports association was founded,
the first such body in Poland. Yiddish dailies began to appear in The two longest-running of these were the
Lodzer tageblat, edited by the Zionist Yishaye Uger and published by Emanuel Hamburski; and the Nayer
folksblat, edited by the Kahan brothers, which initially supported the Folkist movement. From the s, the
kehilah board was dominated by a small circle of wealthy manufacturers and merchants who won the support
of the Hasidic masses by maintaining the status quo in public religious matters. In the s, a democratically
elected regime was introduced after public elections that drew many thousands of voters. He held this post
until his death in Although he was a Litvak, Meisel won the respect and affection of the Hasidic masses.
Opposed to Zionism and other modern political movements, he was energetic and creative in social welfare
and education, and gained the support of assimilated millionaires. Short skits by the famous Kleynkunst
[cabaret] theater! Radin, and Israel Jelski, who first introduced Polish-language sermons instead of German.
Markus Braude became the preacher of the Synagoga in and won nationwide stature as a senator in the s. The
German occupiers also stripped factories of parts and raw materials. Nevertheless, Zionist councilmen made
possible the governing center-right coalition between and Voters in the hard-fought Jewish community
elections chose from 16 competing lists. Zionist Sejm parliament deputy Jerzy Rosenblatt gained the
communal presidency in Confronted by the success of the Bund in the municipal elections, the government
indefinitely postponed the Jewish communal elections, leaving Mincberg in office until September Amateur
film shot by American Jewish travel agent Gustave Eisner. Jews tended to operate small and medium-sized
mills, while Germans owned the great mills, and Poles predominated on the factory floor. Jewish skilled
workers dominated tailoring, shoemaking, meat-cutting, printing, and paper workshops and factories. The
interwar decades were a period of deepening economic crisis for Jews, who had to contend not only with the
effects of the Great Depression but also with legislation that damaged their livelihoods. Attacks on Jews
multiplied from April , with organized murderous assaults in May and September Between and , Polish and
German rightist parties briefly controlled the municipal government; however, socialists regained control of
the municipality in with Bundist support. The German occupation, beginning in September , brought a Jewish
curfew, yellow star badges, and mass conscriptions for forced labor. Jewish bank accounts were frozen, while
businesses and apartments were looted and seized. All Jewish trade unions and social and political
organizations were liquidated. Jewish politicians, social activists, and intellectuals were seized, tortured, shot,
or sent to concentration camps. Only 6 were released; more than 20 councilmen were tortured and then shot.
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Detail of ghetto, â€” They fled or were deported into the Generalgouvernement and the Soviet Occupied Zone.
To isolate and concentrate the remaining Jews, the Germans created a ghetto in the city renamed
Litzmannstadt, after a German general from World War I. Covering about 4 square km, the ghetto contained
mostly rundown wooden houses without electricity, gas, waterlines, or sewerage. Enclosed with barbed wire
fencing, the ghetto was sealed on 30 April Unlike in Warsaw, there were few opportunities for smuggling,
escaping, or maintaining contacts with the outside world. Official records show , Jews in the ghetto on 12 June
Between 17 October and 4 November , another 19, deportees from Vienna, Prague , Luxemburg, and
Germany joined them; then, 17, Jews from liquidated provincial communities arrived between 7 December
and 18 August Hans Biebow, a former coffee trader from Bremen, supervised the ghetto. German police
forces oversaw security and continued to confiscate Jewish property. Photograph by Mendel Grossman.
Through a highly ramified bureaucracy, Rumkowski attempted to control every aspect of life in the ghetto.
Administrative posts also gave a minimal livelihood to thousands unable to find other work. Starving Jews
were systematically stripped of their possessions. The prices paid through the bank were minimal, resulting in
huge profits for the occupiers. All ghetto residents between ages 10 and 65 were subject to forced labor.
Thousands were sent to labor camps under conditions amounting to a death sentence. Rumkowski used the
factories and workshops in the ghetto as a means to buy food for survival. Jewish workers toiled from 10 to 14
hours a day for an inadequate pittance. Impoverished workers, unable to buy the minimum food necessary to
be able to work, depended on watery factory soups ladled out once a day. YIVO Starvation became endemic.
By summer , the daily ration amounted to only calories. Overcrowding and lack of sewage or safe water
contributed to rising incidence of typhus and diarrhea among the starving masses. Chronic starvation
exacerbated mortality from many causes, especially tuberculosis and cardiovascular disease. The Jewish
birthrate collapsed. Religious observances continued to the extent possible. Veteran composer and conductor
David Beigelman continued to perform at the popular Culture House, where Teodor Ryder conducted classical
works. Initially, those taken were alleged troublemakers, criminals, and nonworkers, including children and
the elderly. Ultimately, Rumkowski and his own relatives were also sent to Auschwitz when the ghetto was
liquidated in August Biebow selected about people for shipment to labor camps in Konigswusterhausen near
Berlin and to factories in Dresden. Several hundred Jews were retained in the ghetto itself for cleanup work in
the autumn of , while perhaps remained in hiding. When the Soviet military arrived on 19 January , they found
living Jews. The PJC established manufacturing and service cooperatives to employ returning Jews, as did
several Zionist organizations preparing Jews for work in Palestine. Numerous Jewish political parties were
reconstituted. The congregation managed the huge Jewish cemetery. Photograph by Nachman Zonabend. The
Kinor film cooperative produced documentaries about postwar Jewish life. Rokhl Oyerbakh Auerbach and
Froyim Kaganovski wrote scripts. Aleksander Ford reestablished the Polish film industry as director of Polski
Film between and Peretz School used Yiddish for instruction and operated from to As most Jews emigrated
during the Stalinist years, the religious congregation declined and the Perec School dropped Hebrew language
and Jewish history while increasing the portion of studies in Polish and reducing Yiddish. A new wave of
Jewish repatriates from the Soviet Union brought a revival after , but most of the arrivals soon emigrated. This
activity largely ended during the â€” anti-Zionist purge. Although the only rabbi, Morejno, was forced to
emigrate in , the Jewish congregation continued to conduct Sabbath and holiday services in the remaining
synagogue and operated a kosher kitchen for elderly and needy congregants. With improved relations between
Poland and Israel beginning in the late s, the Jewish community operated more freely. Changes accelerated
after and the collapse of communism. Since , the community has offered lectures and concerts through its
Center for Jewish History and Tradition. Also engaged in Jewish programming have been the Lauder Club,
focused on religious education at 24 Narutowicza Street, and a branch of the Shalom Association that offers
Yiddish courses at the Cultural Center. Suggested Reading Julian Baranowski, ed. Michal Unger Jerusalem,
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